Sermon Starter
and adults over children. In the early days, the Corinthians celebrated and
embraced their diversity—each person valued for their uniqueness, each one’s
gifts celebrated as they all contributed to the whole. But now, their differences
are problems. Paul calls for a return to love.

the steps of the rail station. A stranger, a Black man, asked why he was crying.
After Thurman explained his situation, the man paid the extra fare. Before
Thurman could thank him, the man walked away, and Thurman never saw him
again. The dedication to his autobiography reads:

In Paul’s encomium on love, he uses the
Greek agape nine times to emphasize its
importance to and for communal life. For
him, love is an expression of commitment
to a life in community; one that values
each person and the gifts they bring. Every
contributor is celebrated because they are
now family—biology did not matter as
much to Paul as the theology of community,
church, and communion. His image of
the Body of Christ emphasizes that each
person, each part of the Body is vital,
important, and necessary for the thriving
of the whole. What does love look like
for Paul? It is patient and gentle. It is not
envious, boastful, arrogant, rude, selfish, irritable, or resentful—all the things
the Corinthians were exhibiting! Christian unity was turning into Christian
bickering—not the behavior expected of siblings in Christ. Paul’s letter is a
reminder to the folks at Corinth that God calls them to a better way—a way
that is centered in love and results in unity while respecting differences; a way
that sees in the other a kinship that transcends familial boundaries; a way that
serves others from a place of love; a way that values others for who and what
they are. The way that Paul points to is about faith and hope and love.

To the stranger in the railroad station in Daytona Beach who restored
my broken dream sixty-five years ago2

What does

love

look like
for your
congregation?

Howard Thurman grew up during the early 1900s in Daytona, Florida, where
educational opportunities for Blacks were limited. There were only three high
schools for Blacks in the entire state. The closest private church-related high
school was in Jacksonville, about 90 miles away. His community pooled their
resources to send him to further his education.
At the train station, Thurman learned he would have to pay extra to ship his
rope-tied trunk, and he did not have the money. Alone and dejected, he sat on

Thurman went on to become a renowned scholar and theologian and
influenced the likes of Martin Luther King, Jr. The stranger saw a young man in
despair and his generosity made a difference—he expected nothing in return; he
just saw a need and responded. The man may or may not have thought of his
gift as an act of love, but it changed the trajectory of Thurman’s life.
This is what One Great Hour of Sharing does for people across the planet—it
restores broken dreams, resurrects hope, and carves a path into the future.
As you prepare to receive the One Great Hour of Sharing offering, recount for
your church what love looks like in your context. Share how your gifts make a
difference for neighbors near and far whose names you do not know and whom
you may never meet.
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the constant refrain has been “we will
get through this—together!” That’s what love looks like— people willing
to share their resources to make the way easier for others—offering hope,
kindness, and care. Agape is love that is rooted in concrete acts of compassion:
helping to rebuild after hurricanes and tornadoes; teaching farming methods
as the climate changes; providing chickens to stave off poverty; and, yes, even
paying the fare for a stranger at a railroad station.
Through all kinds of weather, and even in the unknown, love remains– and love
lived in community transforms the world.
When you give to One Great Hour of Sharing, you help rebuild, renew, and
restore. Your generosity means that through it all…love remains.
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With Head and Heart: The Autobiography of Howard Thurman (New York:
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